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Role of improving combining ability in increasing performance of cotton hybrids

ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT

Improvement in performance of this hybrid combi-
nation can be achieved by improving ability of the
line for combining with the concerned tester.  By
introducing suitable genetic changes in this line
through recombination it is possible to develop new
lines which accumulate more diverse favorable al-
leles fixed in them so as to increase their genetic
distance from the tester.  This amounts to increas-
ing the ability of these new lines to combine (com-
bining ability) with the tester.  Recurrent selection
schemes of improving combining ability are an
integral part of hybrid breeding programs in cross-
pollinated crops and they have contributed to suc-
cess of hybrid maize.  The procedures of improv-
ing combing ability cannot be followed in crops
like cotton with suitable modification in schemes
to suit mating system.  Hence there is a need for
defining procedures of improving combining abil-
ity to serve as a prerequisite in hybrid breeding in
cotton.  It is possible to recombine two, four or
more lines/plants (selected for combining ability)
by single, double or multiple crossing respectively.
The step of recombination should be followed by
selfing and selection for combining ability (with
the tester) in segregating generations.  If required,
additional cycles of such selection for combining
ability can occur.   In one scheme, crosses can be
sorted based on the performance and two most
potential crosses involving a common parent can
be identified.  The segregating lines in F3/F4 gen-
erations can be tested for their ability to combine
with the tester.  Assessing recombination variabil-
ity for combining ability can be done by compar-
ing derived F1s involving the recombinant F3/F4 lines
and the tester with the straight crosses and the
commercial checks.  Developing heterotic gene
pool can be done when more lines are found to be
giving superior crosses with a tester and such het-
erotic gene pool can be exploited for developing
superior hybrid combinations with the tester.  Based
on elaborate study of a large set of crosses a qua-
drangular set of crosses can be identified and uti-
lized for initiating reciprocal selection for comb-
ing ability.  The data generated from assessing
genetic variability in F4 generation of a cross
against two testers is presented here.  Two lines
RAH-100 and RAH-101 were found to give two of
the most productive crosses with RAH-221 and
RAH-120 in a diallele.  The F4 lines derived from
RAH-100 and RAH-101 were assessed for their

ability to combine with the two testers RAH-221
and RAH-120.  The derived F1s were compared
with the four straight crosses.  The nature and
magnitude of variability in ability to combine with
the two testers was assessed.  The differences in
the magnitude of variability released for ability of
combine with the two testers are highlighted.  The
mean seed cotton yield derived F1s was 30% higher
than that of the sunlight crosses while 22% of the
F4 lines showed significantly superior hybrid per-
formance over the straight crosses.  The practical
implications of these observations in hybrid cotton
breeding are discussed.

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

The magnitude of heterosis and the superiority
of an F1 depend upon the degree of dominance re-
vealed by yield influencing loci (d) and the genotypic
(allelic frequency differences) differences   existing be-
tween parents for these loci (y).  Hence hybrid breed-
ing basically aims at identifying a combination accu-
mulating dominant favorable allele (heterozygosity) at
as many as yield influencing loci as possible.  It is not
possible to visualize accumulation of all the favorable
alleles in a single parent instead the process of hybrid
breeding involves identifying two parental lines that
represent balanced distribution of favorable alleles
between.  The identity of the favorable alleles present
in the two parents would be different and thus, they
complement each other perfectly and ensure the accu-
mulation of maximum number of favorable alleles in
the F1.  When a varietal line is crossed to another (say
a tester) the genotypic differences with respect to favor-
able alleles determine �combining ability status� of the
variety with reference to the tester.

Improving combining abilityImproving combining abilityImproving combining abilityImproving combining abilityImproving combining ability

Improvement in performance of a hybrid combi-
nation can be achieved by improving ability of the line
for combining with the tester.  By introducing suitable
genetic changes in this line either through recombina-
tion or mutation, it is possible to develop new lines which
accumulate more diverse favorable alleles fixed in them
so as to increase their genetic distance from the tester.
This amounts to increasing the ability of these new lines
to combine (combining ability) with the tester.

Hybrid breeding programs in cross pollinated
crops like maize, are supported by population improve-
ment schemes aimed at improving combining ability,
due to which the approach to hybrid development be-
comes more scientific and purposeful than that based
on random crossing of available lines or varieties.
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Schemes of improving combiningSchemes of improving combiningSchemes of improving combiningSchemes of improving combiningSchemes of improving combining
abilityabilityabilityabilityability

As an integral part of hybrid breeding, the recur-
rent selection schemes are followed in cross-pollinated
crops.  (Comstock et al., 1949, Hallaur, 1981) This sys-
tem involves evaluation of combining ability of random
individual plants of the population with the selected tester
and evaluation of the F1 progeny.  Based on this, the
elite high combiner plants are selected to serve as a
source of diverse favorable alleles.

These plants are intermated (randomly mated)
to recombine the favorable alleles.  The resulting popu-
lation is now a newer version of the base population
with an improvement in ability to combine better with
the tester as compared to the base population.  With
every successive cycle of recurrent selection (for com-
bining ability) there is a continuous improvement in
combining ability and the inbreds derived from these
improved populations   give superior hybrid combina-
tions with the tester concerned.

In cross pollinated crops many procedures have
been outlined to develop diverse sources as the base
material and systematically exploit them and create
maximum diversity (with respect to these favorable al-
leles) between the lines developed from the two oppo-
site sources reciprocal recurrent selection is the best ex-
ample of such a procedure ensuring maximum genetic
diversity with respect to favorable allelic status and ex-
ploiting the same for developing superior hybrids
(Schnell, 1961; Sprague and Eberhart, 1977).  In this
scheme two complimentary populations A and B are
selected based on diversity and plants representing the
two population are crossed with each other to identify
those of A capable of combining well with B and evalu-
ated for combining ability in the above manner.  The
superior plants (of A) based on this combining ability
test (with B) are represented through selfed seed for
intermating among themselves to develop a renewed
version of A (A1).  The population A1 and B1 are thus
improved versions capable of combining better between
them then the original versions A and B.  Few cycles of
such recurrent selections are followed to ensure maxi-
mum diversity with respect to favorable allelic status
between the improved versions of A and B often at this
stage inbreds are developed from these improved popu-
lations and used to develop new superior hybrid com-
bination between A and B sources.

The procedures of improving combing ability
cannot be followed in this exact manner in crops like
cotton, Sorghum rice and other predominantly or ex-
clusively self-pollinated crops.

Modification in schemes to suit theModification in schemes to suit theModification in schemes to suit theModification in schemes to suit theModification in schemes to suit the
mating systemsmating systemsmating systemsmating systemsmating systems

Hybrid breeding has been instrumental in increas-
ing cotton productivity.  However, there are no reports
of utilizing schemes of improving combining ability as
a base line approach in breeding hybrid cotton.  Hence
there is a need for defining procedures of improving
combining ability to serve as a prerequisite in hybrid
breeding.  In cotton, intermating large number of plants
selected for combining ability is not feasible.  More-
over cotton can be subjected to selfing, selecting and
developing of lines without any inbreeding depression,
Hence the principles of conventional recurrent selec-
tion schemes can be applied with suitable changes to
suit its mating system.

The first step hence would be selection of plants/
lines for ability to combine with the chosen tester(s) in
the second step these should be crossed to create re-
combination variability.  Expectedly, the segregants
would reveal blends of favorable alleles distributed
between these parents.

A suitable base population must first be identi-
fied for initiating the scheme of improving combining
ability.  If set of two or more parents (A, B, C etc.) are
found to combine well with tester (Say T) the segregat-
ing population derived from intermating these lines A,
B, C etc can serve as base population for improving
combining ability.  It is possible to recombine two, four
or more lines/plants (selected for combining ability) by
single, double or multiple crossing respectively.  The
step of recombination done in this manner should be
followed by third step of selfing and selection for com-
bining ability (with the tester) in segregating genera-
tions.  This defines one cycle of improving combining
ability.  If required, additional cycles of such selection
for combining ability can be taken.

Identification of diverse baseIdentification of diverse baseIdentification of diverse baseIdentification of diverse baseIdentification of diverse base
materialmaterialmaterialmaterialmaterial

The choice of base material for initiating the pro-
gram is very crucial.  It is very important to determine
the base material of varietal lines to be used for initiat-
ing the program on improving combining ability and
the testers in view of the involved efforts aimed at in-
creasing hybrid performance.  In the next phase se-
lected plants/lines can be involved in suitable manner
to create variability for combining ability

Some methods are explained here which are
aimed at generating genetic variability for combining
ability and exploiting the same for developing lines
improved in ability to combine with the tester(s) and
enhancing the potential limit of performance of the
hybrid combinations.
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Simple triangular selectionSimple triangular selectionSimple triangular selectionSimple triangular selectionSimple triangular selection

Cotton genotypes reveal wide diversity in terms
of plant type and morpho-physiological traits.  When-
ever such diverse types are crossed, the F1s generally
tend to be more heterotic.  Hence such types can be
involved to develop crosses based on line x tester,
diallele and other patterns of crossing.  These mating
designs facilitate more crosses of a common tester or
testers.  These crosses can be sorted and based on the
performance; two most potential crosses involving a
common parent can be identified.  The step of creating
recombination variability for combining ability begins
with the identification of this triangular set of superior
crosses involving a common parent.  To represent nu-
merically, suppose A x B, and A x C are found to be
highly potential, and involve a common parent A.  It
means that both B and C parents have ability to com-
bine well with A.  The favorable alleles status of B and
C parents can show differences in terms of the identity
of the favorable alleles.  The segregating population
devised form the cross B x C reveals a one-time recom-
bination of these favorable alleles distributed between
these parents.  The segregating lines in F3/F4 genera-
tions can be tested for their ability to combine with the
tester concerned.  The lines, which accumulate the fa-
vorable alleles, distributed between the parents B and
C can combine better with A.

Nature and magnitude ofNature and magnitude ofNature and magnitude ofNature and magnitude ofNature and magnitude of
recombination variability forrecombination variability forrecombination variability forrecombination variability forrecombination variability for

combining abilitycombining abilitycombining abilitycombining abilitycombining ability

The choice B and C parents determines the mag-
nitude and nature of variability generated for ability to
combine with A.  The ability of combining with A is
revealed by performance of B x A and C x A crosses.
However existence of genetic diversity for identity of
favorable alleles between B and C is indicated by per-
formance of the cross B x C Parents giving superior
cross (B x C) should be preferred because superior per-
formance of B x C confirms existence of genetic diver-
sity between B and C (Figure 1).

The nature of variability for combining ability
among these F3/F4 lines would be determined by com-
monly fixed favorable allelic status (cfa) and specifi-
cally fixed favorable allelic status  (sfa) of the lines.  The
favorable alleles, which are common between the two
parents, are inherited enblock by all the segregating
lines.  If the parents B and C are different for favorable
alleles, the segregating lines differ with respect to num-
ber and identify of favorable alleles fixed in them.  The
F3 or F4 lines differ with respect to these specifically fixed
favorable alleles (sfa) while all of them commonly in-
herit cfa status.   Evaluation of these lines for their abil-
ity to combine with A will identify those lines which ac-
cumulate maximum number of favorable alleles dis-
tributed between B and C.

Assessing recombination variabilityAssessing recombination variabilityAssessing recombination variabilityAssessing recombination variabilityAssessing recombination variability
for combining abilityfor combining abilityfor combining abilityfor combining abilityfor combining ability

These derived F1s involving the recombinant F3/
F4 lines and the tester should be compared with the
straight crosses B x A and C x A and off course the
commercial checks.  If the two parents B and C show
greater differences in the favorable allelic status corre-
spondingly the segregating lines will show greater vari-
ability for the ability to combine with the tester In such
cases the frequency and magnitude of transgressive
segregation for combing ability would be higher.

Developing heterotic gene poolDeveloping heterotic gene poolDeveloping heterotic gene poolDeveloping heterotic gene poolDeveloping heterotic gene pool

If more lines are found to be giving superior
crosses with a tester then it is possible to initiate mul-
tiple crosses among such lines selected for combining
ability and this can lead to creation broad gene pool of
recombination variability for combining ability as the
population developed in this manner based on num-
ber of components improved in ability to combine with
the tester.  This heterotic gene pool can be exploited for
developing superior hybrid combinations with the tester
concerned.

Reciprocal selection for combiningReciprocal selection for combiningReciprocal selection for combiningReciprocal selection for combiningReciprocal selection for combining
abilityabilityabilityabilityability

Based on elaborate study of a large set of crosses
a quadrangular set of crosses can be identified in which
A and B parents combine well with C and D.  This com-
bination of four parents can be utilized for initiating
reciprocal selection for combing ability.

Though combination of four parents are selected
based on high non parental cross combinations per-
formance, it is desirable if the hybrid performance of A
x B and C x D yield higher as this reflects higher ge-
netic differences between them for favorable allelic sta-
tus (Figure 2).

The data generated from assessing recombina-
tion variability in F4 generation of a cross against two
testers is presented here.  Two lines RAH-100 and RAH-
101 were found to give the most productive crosses
with RAH-221 and RAH-120 in a detailed study.  The F4

lines derived from RAH-100 and RAH-101 were as-
sessed for their ability to combine with the two testers
RAH-221 and RAH-120.  The derived F1s were com-
pared with the four straight crosses.  The nature and
magnitude of variability in ability to combine with the
two testers was assessed.  The differences in the mag-
nitude of variability released for ability of combine with
the two testers are highlighted.  The mean seed cotton
yield derived F1s was 30% higher than that of the straight
crosses while 22% of the F4 lines showed significantly
superior hybrid performance over the straight crosses.
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TTTTTable 1able 1able 1able 1able 1. Seed cotton yields of a selection of the quadrangular set of crosses for initiating reciprocal
selection for combining ability.

TTTTTable 2.able 2.able 2.able 2.able 2. Performance of most potential derived F1s from.
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TTTTTable3.able3.able3.able3.able3. F4 lines of RAH-221 x RAH-120.

Figure 2.Figure 2.Figure 2.Figure 2.Figure 2.
Two situations
representing
narrow and
wider genetic
diversity
between lines
chosen in
rectangular
four-parent
combination.

Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1.
The choice of
lines B and C
parents repre-
senting narrow
and wider
distance
between them.




